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Students in grades 1-11 will return to class Jan. 18. Alexander Avilov / Moskva News Agency

All Moscow schoolchildren will return to in-person classes next Monday after coronavirus
cases stabilized over the New Year holidays, Mayor Sergei Sobyanin announced Thursday.

He said all other restrictions that were due to expire Friday — including self-isolation for
those 65 and older and remote work for 30% of employees — have been extended for one
week until Jan. 21 to see if infections rebound or continue on a downward trajectory. 

Related article: Putin Orders Mass Coronavirus Vaccination Next Week

“The kids are tired of sitting at home,” Sobyanin wrote on his website, ordering students in
grades 1-11 to return to class Jan. 18 and unblocking their public-transport discount cards.

He warned that a single Covid-19 case would send an entire class back to distance learning.
City universities and colleges will continue remote learning, the mayor added.

https://www.sobyanin.ru/snova-v-shkolu-i-drugie-resheniya-14-01-21
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2024/04/27/putin-orders-mass-coronavirus-vaccination-next-week


Sobyanin said he will consider easing other restrictions if epidemiologists determine that
infection rates have stabilized at current levels, currently around 5,000 cases fewer than the
peak of nearly 30,000 on Christmas Eve nationwide. 

Russia has confirmed the world's fourth-highest number of Covid-19 infections at nearly 3.5
million cases and the third-highest death toll of more than 186,000. Daily tallies place
Russia’s death toll at 63,370.

Sobyanin stressed that hospitalizations in the capital have not gone down despite decreasing
cases, urging Moscow’s 12 million residents to sign up for the mass vaccination drive and
continue observing health guidelines.

Russia began the large-scale rollout of its domestically produced Sputnik V vaccine on Dec. 4,
with the initial list of eligible recipients expanded from medics and teachers to other
professionals over the weeks.

Russia announced that 1.5 million people had so far received Sputnik V, which President
Vladimir Putin called the “best in the world.” Russian news outlets cited regional data and
immunologists as saying that the real figure of vaccinations may be as low as 300,000.
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